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The Magical Mermaids and Dolphins Oracle Cards are specifically designed to help you manifest

your goals, life purpose, and Divinely inspired dreams. These 44 beautifully illustrated cards can

help you swim into the ocean of your unconscious mind, where profound thoughts and feelings can

createÃ¢â‚¬â€•or blockÃ¢â‚¬â€•your heartÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s desire. The cards are easy to use, and the

enclosed guidebook will help you perform amazingly accurate readings for yourself or others.
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'Doreen Virtue is the undisputed queen of angel scene' The Bookseller 'A West Coast Goddess' -

Saturday Telegraph Magazine

Doreen Virtue, Ph.D., is a spiritual psychotherapist who works with the angelic realm, including the

fairies. She is the bestselling author of many titles, including: Messages from Your Angels cards,

150,000 sold, released 10/1/02, ISBN: 1-56170-906-9; Healing with the Fairies cards, 250,000 sold,

ISBN: 1-56170-785-6; and Healing with the Angels Oracle Card set, ISBN: 1-56170-639-6, which

has sold over 350,000 copies! Doreen teaches about angels and fairies at her workshops each

weekend. For more information, please visit her Website: AngelTherapy.com.

If you know Doreen Virtue's spiritual writings, teachings, videos, and oracle cards, you'll love the

Magical Mermaids and Dolphin Cards. The artwork isn't quite as colorful or intense as others of her



decks that I have, but the messages are powerful and are placed directly on the cards themselves,

which is nice. You can always count on quality writings from Doreen.

So beautiful. This is my first oracle deck, and I adore it. Doreen Virtue did such a lovely job creating

these cards. The artwork is gorgeous,I also appreciate that all the artist's information are included in

the booklet.I connected with this deck right away. I love mermaids and dolphins, love the sea in

general! so looking at this deck brings my heart joy.I must say I am also happy that there are

mermaids of different ethnicity/ hair color.I am excited to buy more of Doreen Virtues amazing work

:)

These are cute, fun cards. The saint and angel cards are better. I do not believe this is for serious

use. I use my Tarot and sometime Saint and Angel Oracle cards for a card of the day draw. I would

not do that with these cards. They are thought provoking and sweet. Very positive.

I love the imagery on the cards, and the readings seem to fit the person they are for.But these cards

have a very different feel to them. And I don't know if it's because the sides are not gilded like most

of my other decks but the sides of these cards are rough. The deck is very tight in shuffling which

makes an already hard thing harder. The size of these cards are standard so having them tight

(meaning they don't want to pull apart or move). I have had these cards a few weeks and I have

worked on shuffling them over and over.I don't know if in the manufacturing of these cards who

handled mine but they must have been in a horrible mood because these cards held that energy

being time.Such beautiful cards shouldn't hold such nasty energy or be so hard to shuffle.the card

stock is a nice weight when you hold just one card you can tell it's Doreen's standard card stock and

a nice weight. and the printing is down well and is nice and clear. The images are prefect and the

messages clear. over all it's a good deck but I am just having a few issues with them I am sure in

time a night under some crystals and maybe a night with the full moon and they will feel better

energy wise. As for the sides I will learn to deal with them.

If you love Mermaids then just get this deck! I felt drawn to it upon just finding it on here, so use

what ur drawn to ,but it's fun, different and the art work is beautiful. I love this deck and use it daily

for myself!

I like these cards and pull them out occasionally to do a reading.. but I find that sometimes the cards



that I pull have nothing to do with my question. I'm not sure if maybe I'm trying to interpret them too

literally and need to broaden their meaning... or if the cards simply don't want to be answering my

question for some reason? Sometimes the cards are right on in terms of the subject matter, but the

outcome ends up being different. So I have mixed feelings about these cards... the artwork is

beautiful and I love reading what each card has to say but somehow I'm not getting the insight or

guidance that I need from them. So I play with them now and then but take what comes up with a

grain of salt. I wish they were more on the money...

This was my first ever deck. I wanted to love it, but after a week or two I was kind of done. It's a

beautiful deck and the images are uplifting and light and the meanings are great, I just couldn't

connect with it. I mostly keep it now because I don't want to get rid of it and I love mermaids. It's

very easy to do readings with and I've never been unhappy with a reading, it just didn't pack a very

big punch for me and I just wish it were more. The guide, however, is nice and the box it comes in is

very sturdy so that's a huge plus. I don't hate this deck at all, I just grew out of it too quickly, but will

still use it from time to time when it seems fitting to the reading at hand. Overall though, I liked it a

decent amount and there's nothing wrong with it at all, it just isn't up there with my favorites.

However, it holds good advice and helps a lot in some situations when you just don't know what to

do next. I have over 15 decks so maybe I'm just used to the rest of them now so this one just

doesn't do it for me anymore.

I like this deck much better than others by Doreen Virtue. The border colors are nice and go with the

card contents. The images are decent and while this won't be a go to deck, it's a nice addition to my

collection and at s lower price. As a side note, they come in a nice sturdy box.
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